In photoionization, the extremely short delay between photon annihilation and electron emission is known as the Eisenbud-Wigner-Smith (EWS) delay, and is usually measured in attoseconds (10 −18 seconds). We present a new method for measuring this delay, together with experimental results and theoretical calculations. We use two phase-locked Extreme Ultraviolet pulses of frequency ω and 2ω, from a Free-Electron Laser. This technique avoids the use of the infrared field required by current methods of measuring EWS delays, eliminating the need for corrections of the experimental data due to the IR field. Relative phases between one-and two-photon ionization channels are extracted, and are independent of photoelectron amplitudes. We derived the relative EWS delay for one-and two-photon ionization of neon as a function of emission angle.
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In photoionization, the extremely short delay between photon annihilation and electron emission is known as the Eisenbud-Wigner-Smith (EWS) delay, and is usually measured in attoseconds (10 −18 seconds). We present a new method for measuring this delay, together with experimental results and theoretical calculations. We use two phase-locked Extreme Ultraviolet pulses of frequency ω and 2ω, from a Free-Electron Laser. This technique avoids the use of the infrared field required by current methods of measuring EWS delays, eliminating the need for corrections of the experimental data due to the IR field. Relative phases between one-and two-photon ionization channels are extracted, and are independent of photoelectron amplitudes. We derived the relative EWS delay for one-and two-photon ionization of neon as a function of emission angle.
The age of attosecond physics was ushered in by the invention of methods for probing samples on a time scale less than femtoseconds (1) , and currently many ultrafast phenomena are being investigated. Photoemission is one such process which has attracted much interest, particularly regarding the time delay between the absorption of a photon and the emission of a photoelectron, known as the Eisenbud-Wigner-Smith (EWS) time delay (2) . For many years, photoemission was approximated as a process in which an electron was ejected instantaneously by a photon because no methods were available to probe the process on the attosecond scale. Now that techniques exist (3) , theories can be tested directly, and great theoretical and experimental interest has been stimulated (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
There are currently two chief methods of measuring the EWS time delay. In attosecond streaking (3) , an ultrafast, short-wavelength pulse initiates the emission of an electron, and a femtosecond infrared (IR) pulse acts as a streaking field, by changing the linear momentum of the electron (as in a streak camera). A variant of this method is the attosecond clock technique (10) (11) (12) (13) , in which circular polarization is used to measure tunneling ionization times. The second main technique for measuring EWS delays is interferometric, and is known as RABBITT (Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating By Interference of Two-photon Transitions): it uses a train of attosecond pulses dressed by a phase-locked IR pulse (14) . The requirements on the pulse durations are relaxed in this case; for example, IR pulses of 30 fs duration and pulse trains of comparable length may be used (7) . Usually the IR pulse is the fundamental of the odd harmonics in the pulse train, although Loriot et al. (15) reported a variant in which the dressing field was the second harmonic of the fundamental, and angle-resolved detection was used. As well as these methods, recent work on phase retrieval includes a method based on photo-recombination (16) , and two-colour, two-photon ionization via a resonance (17) .
Streaking, RABBITT and the last mentioned techniques depend on the extreme temporal precision with which an IR pulse can be synchronized with a short-wavelength pulse or pulse train. The latter is generated by HHG conversion of part of the light from the same source as the IR. Although the IR field is relatively weak for streaking and RABBITT, it generally perturbs the results of both methods, so that it is necessary to apply corrections during analysis, and maintain a sufficiently low IR power. The additional correction to the EWS delay is termed Coulomb-laser coupling shift, in the case of attosecond streaking, and continuum-continuum coupling shift in the case of RABBITT (2) . To date, all such corrections have been made on the basis of theoretical calculations, and no measurements are available to test their accuracy.
Pazourek et al. (2) have labelled streaking techniques "classical clocks", as they depend only on classical fields, and interferometric methods "quantum clocks" as they depend on the wave nature of matter, as well as that of light. With few exceptions (18) , measurements are of relative time delays, for example emission from two different levels of the same atom (5), or from two different targets measured simultaneously (6) or sequentially (8) .
The EWS delay depends on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, and also on its direction of emission. For the case of isotropic initial and final ionic states, the delay is isotropic, but where the photoelectron wave packet consists of two or more partial waves, interference gives rise to angular dependence (19) . There has been significant theoretical work on the angledependent time delay, for example (20) (21) (22) (23) , but few related experimental reports (19, 24, 25) , all three using the RABBITT technique. Even though the delay was expected to be isotropic for one-photon ionization of He, Heuser et al. (19) observed an angular dependence at some angles, attributed to the effect of the IR pulse, which is necessary for the RABBITT interferometry.
The EWS delay is expressed as
where τ is the angle-dependent electron wave packet group delay, η is the phase of the outgoing electron wave packet and the kinetic energy of the electron wave packet, and E k = energy of the ionizing photon or photons minus the ionization potential of the target.
In the present work, we demonstrate a method of measuring the EWS delay that does not require an IR pulse. Using only fundamental wavelengths and their second harmonics, we measure angular distributions of photoelectrons emitted from neon to determine the phase relationships for one-and two-photon ionization. By analysing this data, we clock the angular dependence of the difference in EWS delay for electrons emitted by single-and two-photon processes.
Results
Our method is based on the use of short wavelength XUV light, consisting of phase-locked first and second harmonics. This method eliminates the perturbation of the IR field present in the streaking and RABBITT approaches. Furthermore, being interferometric, our technique does not require extremely short, few-cycle pulses, such as those needed for streaking, but it depends instead on extremely accurate phase control (a few attoseconds). Such fine control is available from the Free-Electron Laser FERMI (26) .
The technique utilizes a bichromatic beam, consisting of a fundamental wavelength and its temporally overlapping second harmonic, which irradiate a sample (27) , shown schematically in The sample consisted of a mixture of helium and neon. In other experiments (6, 8) , use of two gases allowed referencing of the photoionization delay time of one electron to that of another. In the present case, we used the admixture of helium to correct for phase offsets introduced when the photon energy was changed (28) . Further detailed experimental conditions are in the Supplementary Materials, Materials and Methods section.
The linearly polarized electric field is described by:
where ω and 2ω are the angular frequencies of the first and second harmonic; I ω (t) and I 2ω (t) are the envelopes of the two pulses, φ denotes the ω-2ω relative phase (the larger φ, the more delayed the 2ω pulse).
We measured the PAD I (θ) at each optical phase φ, where θ is the polar angle from the polarization axis. The photoelectron intensity at a given angle oscillates when the optical phase φ is scanned, as indicated in Figs. 2A and 2B:
where ∆η (θ) is the difference between the two-photon ionization phase and the one-photon ionization phase at each polar angle θ. Note that the curves in Figs The observed EWS delay difference is almost zero in the direction parallel to the polarization vector, while it is significant in the perpendicular direction; two-photon ionization is ∼ 230 attoseconds slower than one-photon ionization at the average energy of 8.6 eV. This behavior is well reproduced by both theories, and in particular, the time-dependent ab initio method exhibits excellent agreement with the experiment, validating the present experimental method.
The energy-dependent variation of ∆τ (θ) was also studied using perturbation theory and the results are shown in the Supplementary Materials.
We show in the Supplementary Material that the method is independent of the relative intensities of the fundamental and second harmonic radiation, see Eqs. (S14) to (S22). This is a considerable advantage from an experimental point of view, as it is not necessary to measure precisely the intensity and focal spot shape. Furthermore, there are no effects due to volume averaging over the Gaussian spot profile, or over the duration of the pulses. We verified this experimentally for the kinetic energy of 10.2 eV, Fig. 2D , where the ratio of ionization rates was 1:4 (rather than 1:2 used for the other energies), and the experiment and theory agree well.
In this work we have described a new method to determine angle-resolved EWS time delay, and used it to measure the difference in delays between one-and two-photon ionization. Since the method is based on FEL radiation it can be extended to shorter wavelengths, eventually reaching the core levels, which lie in a wavelength region where optical lasers have reduced pulse energy. This is an important addition to the armoury of techniques available to attosec-ond science, gives access to the EWS delay for two-photon transitions, and is applicable to molecules as well as atoms. It does not suffer from artifacts due to the presence of an IR pulse, which is necessary for angle-resolved RABBITT and streaking (29) . Since no IR is required, the data does not need to be corrected.
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Introduction
In the following sections, we give details of the experimental parameters and methods, the theoretical calculations, and the data analysis.
Materials and Methods
The experimental methods have been described elsewhere (26) and are summarized here briefly.
The experiment was carried out at the Low Density Matter Beamline (30, 31) , using the Velocity Map Imaging spectrometer installed there. The relative phase of the two wavelengths was controlled by means of the electron delay line or phase shifter (32) used previously. It has been calculated that the two pulses have good temporal overlap with slightly different durations and only a small mean variation of the phase within the Full Width at Half Maximum of the pulses, for example 0.07 rad for a fundamental photon energy of 18.5 eV (26) .
The intensities of the two wavelengths for the experiments were set as follows. With the last undulator open (that is, inactive), the first harmonic from the first five undulators was set to a chosen wavelength. A small amount of incoherent second harmonic radiation (intensity of the order 1% of the fundamental) is produced by the undulators (33) , and to absorb this, the gas filter available at FERMI was filled with helium. Helium is transparent at all of the fundamental wavelengths used in this study. The two-photon photoelectron signal from the neon and helium gas sample was observed with the VMI spectrometer. The last undulator was then closed to produce the second harmonic and the photoelectron spectrum of the combined beams was observed. The helium gas pressure in the gas cell was then adjusted to achieve a ratio of the ionization rates due to two-photon and one-photon ionization of 1:2 for kinetic energies of 7.0 and 10.2 eV. For the kineitic energy of 15.9 eV, the ratio was 1:4. The bichromatic beam was focused by adjusting the curvature of the Kirkpatrick-Baez active optics (34) , and verified experimentally by measuring the focal spot size of the second harmonic with a Hartmann wavefront sensor. This instrument was not able to measure the spot size of the beams at the fundamental wavelengths, so it was calculated (35) . The measured spot was elliptical with a size (4.5 ± 1) × (6.5 ± 1) µm 2 (FWHM), and the estimated pulse duration was 100 fs.
The average pulse energies of the first harmonics at the exit of the undulators are given in Table S1 , together with the kinetic energy of the electrons emitted via single-photon (2ω) or two-photon (ω + ω) ionization. The estimate of the pulse energy at 14.3 eV was indirect, since the gas cell monitors do not function at this energy, because they are based on ionization of nitrogen gas, and the photon energy is below the threshold for ionization. The approach was to first use the in-line spectrometer (36) to measure spectra at 15.9 eV energy and simultaneously the pulse energies from the gas cell monitors, which gave a calibration of the spectrometer intensity versus pulse energy at this wavelength. Then spectrometer spectra were measured at 14.3 eV, and corrected for grating efficiency and detector sensitivity, to yield pulse energies.
The pulse energies at the end-station were calculated by multiplying the values at the exit from the undulators by the transmission of the beamline (31). Using the above spot sizes and pulse durations, the average irradiance at the sample was calculated, Table S1 .
The atomic beam was produced by a supersonic expansion and defined by a skimmer and vertical slits. The length of the beam along the light propagation direction was approximately 1 mm. The VMI data was analyzed using the BASEX method (37) , which utilises an Abel transform to generate the Photoelectron Angular Distribution.
The sample consisted of a mixture of helium and neon. In other experiments (52, 53) , use of two gases allowed referencing of the photoionization delay time of one electron to that of another. In the present case, we used the admixture of helium to resolve a technical problem:
when the Free-Electron Laser wavelength is changed, the mechanical settings of the magnetic structures (undulators) creating the light are changed. This may introduce an unknown phase error between fundamental and second harmonic light. We have shown elsewhere that the PAD of helium 1s electrons can be used to determine the absolute phase, with input of only few theoretical parameters (54) , and so helium was used as a reference.
Angle-resolved wave packet time delay
We describe the electron wave packet sufficiently far away from the origin (the neon nucleus) in a given direction {θ, ϕ} as
where is the photoelectron kinetic energy, c( ) the real-valued amplitude, η( ) the phase. We use Hartree atomic units unless otherwise stated. The group delay, interpreted as photoemission delay or time delay of this wave packet, is given by ∂η( )/∂ (similar to the group delay of a laser pulse).
We consider here the wave packet created by the ω-2ω electric field described by Equation
(2) in the main text. In the ω-2ω process, the wave packet is expressed as 
The group delay of the one-photon and two-photon ionizations can be defined as ∂η ω ( )/∂ and ∂η 2ω ( )/∂ , respectively. The photoionization yield as a function of φ is given by
where E k is the average kinetic energy of the wave packet, and ∆η( ) ≡ η ω ( ) − η 2ω ( ) is the phase of two-photon ionization relative to the one-photon ionization. Then,
can be considered as the delay difference between the two-photon and one-photon ionization wave packets.
This treatment may be generalized to the case of a few wave packets. In particular, expressing the photoionization yield as in Eq. (S3)
where summation is over the wave packets. This leads to
The second equation can be viewed as the definition of the average ∆η of {∆η m }.
Perturbation theory
In the experiment, the number of optical cycles in the pulse is of the order of 400 for the fundamental and therefore we can treat the field as having constant amplitude and omit the initial phase of the field with respect to the envelope (carrier-envelope phase). Within the perturbation theory, we checked that our final results with an envelope including 100 optical cycles or more differ only within the optical linewidth from those obtained with the constant amplitude field.
Thus, we describe the bichromatic electric field as
Furthermore, we make three assumptions: the dipole approximation for the interaction of the atom with the classically described electromagnetic field, the validity of the lowest nonvanishing order perturbation theory with respect to this interaction, and the LS-coupling approximation within the independent particle model for description of the atomic (ionic) structure. These approximations are well fulfilled for neon in the FEL spectral range and intensities of interest here. With these approximations, the photoelectron angular distribution I(θ, ϕ) of a Ne 2p electron can be derived by standard methods (38) in the form
where m is the magnetic quantum number of the initial 2p electron, Y m (θ, ϕ) is a spherical harmonic in the Condon-Shortley phase convention, I 0 is a normalization factor irrelevant to further discussion. The complex coefficients C m ξ (φ) depend on ionization amplitudes, and the index ξ denotes the ionization path. After applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem (39) to factor out the dependence on the projection m, the nonvanishing coefficients C m ξ (φ) may be expressed as (for brevity, we omit the argument φ when writing the coefficients):
Here
are complex reduced matrix elements, independent of m with the absolute value
and phase η ξ . Note that one-(first order) and two-photon (second order) matrix elements (S11), both marked by a single index ξ, are proportional to the square root of intensity, and intensity of the field, respectively. Explicit expressions for D ξ are presented below.
Equation (S8) can be readily cast into the form (S3), where
and
where (j 1 m 1 , j 2 m 2 | jm) are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (39) . The coefficients Z λ are expressed also by Eq. (S17), and with the values of C m ξ from Eqs. (S9), but omitting the factor e iφ . Equations (S9)-(S17) define ∆η(E k ), provided the reduced matrix elements (S11) are calculated. The intensities of the fundamental and of the second harmonic are factored out in the coefficients Z λ (see Eqs. (S19), (S22) below), therefore they cancel out in Eqs. (S14), (S15) and the phases ∆η(E k ) are independent on the intensities of the harmonics.
Note that the definition of the EWS delay ∆η(E k ) between one-and two-photon ionization implies not less than two ionization channels, which is reflected in the non-vanishing sum over channels in Eq. (S17). Therefore, the EWS delay is always angle-dependent in contrast to the case of pure one-photon ionization: the EWS delay for an isotropic initial state and isotropic residual ion is independent of the emission angle θ (40, 41) . For pure one-photon or pure twophoton ionization in which one channel has negligible amplitude, the EWS time delay may also be isotropic.
The reduced matrix element of the Ne one-photon 2p-ionization in first order perturbation theory can be cast in the conventional form (38) 
where R 2p (r) and R E k (r) are, respectively, the radial wave functions of the 2p electron and of the photoelectron with orbital momentum and energy E k . The latter is real and possesses the asymptotic form
δ is the scattering phase, and k = √ E k Ry 1/2 . Furthermore, the second order reduced matrix element is of the form
A , = 3(2 + 1)(10, 10 | 0)( 0, 10 | 0)
where the summation/integration is over the unoccupied neon electronic states with energies E n , radial wave functions R n and orbital momentum . Note that A and A , both have dimensions of [Energy] 1/2 With our definitions in (S9)-(S11):
and similarly,
Our model for calculations of the first-and second-order ionization amplitudes in neon, the latter by the variationally stable method of infinite summation over the intermediate states in
Eq. (S22) (42-44), was described and used recently in (45) . 
Real-time ab initio simulations Method
We numerically simulated the photoionization of Ne irradiated by two-color XUV pulses, using the time-dependent complete-active-space self-consistent field (TD-CASSCF) method (46, 47) .
The dynamics of the laser-driven multielectron system is described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE),
where the time-dependent Hamiltonian iŝ
with the one-electron part,Ĥ
and the two-electron part,Ĥ
We employ the velocity gauge for the laser-electron interaction in the one-body Hamiltonian:
where A(t) = − E(t)dt is the vector potential, and E(t) is the laser electric field, see Eq. (2) in the main text, and Z (=10 for Ne) the atomic number.
In the TD-CASSCF method, the total electronic wave function is given in the configuration interaction (CI) expansion,
where x is a set of a spin coordinates σ and spatial coordinates r. The electronic configuration The TD-CASSCF method classifies the spatial orbitals into three groups: doubly occupied and time-independent frozen core (FC), doubly occupied and time-dependent dynamical core (DC), and fully correlated active orbitals:
whereÂ denotes the antisymmetrization operator, Φ fc and Φ dc the closed-shell determinants formed with numbers n fc FC orbitals and n dc DC orbitals, respectively, and {Φ I } the determinants constructed from n a active orbitals. We consider all the possible distributions of active electrons among active orbitals. Thanks to this decomposition, we can significantly reduce the computational cost without sacrificing the accuracy in the description of correlated multielectron dynamics. The equations of motion that describe the temporal evolution of the CI coefficients {C I } and the orbital functions {ψ p } are derived by use of the time-dependent variational principle (46) . The numerical implementation of the TD-CASSCF method for atoms is detailed in Refs. (47, 48) .
Extraction of the photoelectron angular distribution and the phase shift difference
From the obtained time-dependent wave functions, we extract the angle-resolved photoelectron energy spectrum (ARPES) by use of the time-dependent surface flux (tSURFF) method (49) .
This method computes the ARPES from the electron flux through a surface located at a certain radius R s , beyond which the outgoing flux is absorbed by the infinite-range exterior complex scaling (48, 50) .
We introduce the time-dependent momentum amplitude a p (k, t) of orbital p for photoelectron momentum k, defined by, 
where χ k (r, t) denotes the Volkov wavefunction, and u(R s ) the Heaviside function which is unity for r > R s and vanishes otherwise. The use of the Volkov wavefunction implies that we neglect the effects of the Coulomb force from the nucleus and the other electrons on the photoelectron dynamics outside R s , which has been confirmed to be a good approximation (51) .
The photoelectron momentum distribution ρ(k) is given by, where R q p = ψ q |ψ p − ψ q |ĥ | ψ p , andF denotes a nonlocal operator describing the contribution from the inter-electronic Coulomb interaction (47, 48) . The numerical implementation of tSURFF to TD-CASSCF is detailed in Ref. (51) .
We evaluate the photoelectron angular distribution I (θ) as a slice of ρ (k) at the value of |k| corresponding to the photoelectron peak, and as a function of the optical phase φ. Then, employing a fitting procedure very similar to that used for the experimental data, we extract the phase shift difference ∆η between one-photon and two-photon ionization at photoelectron energies 7.0 eV, 10.2 eV and 16.6 eV. The results are shown in Fig. 2 in the main text. 
